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UNITI:NUMBERSYSTEN{S

I.

REAL \UI\IBERS
reYierving
Euclid,s division lemma. Fundamental Theorem of Arithmetic - statements after
results of
Pt
trofs
examples,
work done earlier and after. illustrating and molivating thlougll
terminating/nonof
irationality of {2. i3, i5. decimal expansions of rational numbers in tetms
terminating recuning decimals.

UNIT

II : ALGEBRA

1.

POLYNOI\{IALS
Zeroror a polynomial. Relationship between zeros antl coefficients of a polynon.rial with
particular,".r"'"n..loquadraticpolynomials.StatemeBtandsimpleproblenrsondivision
algorithm for polynomials with real coelTicients.

2.

PAIR OF LINEAR EQUATIONS IN TWO VARIABLES
of
Pair.of linear equations in two vafiables. Geomeric representation of different possibilities
solulions/i Dconsi stencY.

3.

Algebraic condirions for number of solutiol')s. Solution of pair of linear equatiolls in lwo
vai.iables algebraically- by substitution, by elimination and by cross multiplication. Simple
situatio,al iroble'.rs *uri b. included. Simple.problems on equations reducible to linear
equations may be included
QUADRATIC EQUATIONS
(a * 0) Solution of the quadratic
S-tandard form of a quadratic equation a'r2 + b1 + c = 0'
e hy using
equationslonly real ioots) by factorization and by complcting the square' i
of
roots'
al')d
nature
discriminant
between
quatlratic formula. Relalionship
Problems [elated Io day to day activities to be incorporated'
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4.

UNIT

1.

ARITHMETICPROGRESSIONS
Motivation for studying AP. Derivation r.rl standard results ol fincling the
.1.
[i|st n tcrms.

III:

n'h

term and sum of

TRIGONOMETRY

INTRODUCTION TO TRIGONOMB,TRY
Trigonometric ratios of an acute angle of a right-angled triangle. Proof of thei:'existence (well
defined); motivate the ratios. whichever are defined at 0'& 90" Values (with proofs) of the
trigonometric ratios of 30", 45 & 60 '. Relationships befl.veen the ratios.

2.

TRIGONOI\,IETRICIDENTITIES
Proof'and applications of the identity sin:A + cos2A = l. Only simple iclentities to be given.
Tdgonometric ratios of complementary angles.

3.

HEIGHTSANDDISTANCES
Siniple and believable problems on heights and distances. Problems should not involve more
than tu'o right triangles. Angles of elevation / depressi ) should be only 30'', 45', 60'.

UNIT IV : COORDINATE GEOMETRY

1.

I.INES (In two-dimensions)
Review the concepts of coordinate geometD/ done ear'lier including graphs of linear equations.
Awareness of geometrical representation of quadratic polynomials. Distarce belween two
points and section formula(intemal). Area of a riangle.

UNIT V : GEOMETRY

1,

TRIANGLES
Definitions, exanrples, courlter examples of similar triangles.
(Prove) If a line is drarvn parallel to oue side of a triangle to intersect the othel two
l.
sides in distinct points, the olher two sides are divided in the same latio.
2. (Motivate) If a line diYides two sides of a tfiangle in the same ratio- the line is parallel

3.
.1.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
2.

to rhe lhird side.

(Motivate) If in two triangles. the corresponding angles are equal, their coresponding
sides are proporlional and the triangles are similar.
(Motivate) If the corresponding sides of lwo ariangles are propofiional. their
conesponding angles are equal aud the two triangles are similar.
(Motivate) If one angle of a riangle is equal to one augle of another lriangle and the
sides including these angles are proportional, the two triangles iue similar.
(Motivate) If a perpendicular is drau,n from the vertex of the right angle of a right
triangle 1o the hypotenuse, the triangles on each side of the perpendicular are similar to
the whole tfiangle and to eac]] other.
(Prove) The ratio of the areas of two sin.rilar triangles is equal to the ratio of lhe squares
on their coresponding sides.
(Prove) In a right triangle, the square on the hypo(enuse is equal to the sum of the
squares on the other two sides.
(Prove) In a triangle. if the square on one side is equal to sum of the squares on the
other two sides. the angles opposite to the first side is a right traingle.

CIRCLES
Tangents 1o a circle motivated by chords drawn from poirrts coming closer and closer to
the point.
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l.
2.
3.

(Prove) The tangent at any point of a circle is perpendicular to the ladius through the
point of contacl.
(Prove) The lengths of tangents d:awn fi'om an extemal point to circle are equal.

CONSTRUCTIONS
Division of a line segment il a given ratio (internall)')
L
2. Tangent to a circle from a point outside it.
3. Construction of a trialrgle sin{lal to a given triangle.

UNIT VI : MENSURATIOn-

I.

AREASRELATEDTOCIRCLES
Motivale the alea ol a circle; area ol sectors al')d segments of a circle. Problems based on areas
antl perimeter / circumference of the above said plane figules. (In calculating area ol segment
of a iircle. problems should be restricted to central angle of 60 . 90 & l:0 only. Pl;rne figures
involving triangles, simple quadrilatelals and circle should be taken.)

2.

SURFACEAREASANDVOLUMES
(i) Problems on finding sutface areas and volumes of combinations of any two of

the

following: cubes, cuboids, spheres, hernispheres and right circular cylinders/co[es. Frustum

of

a cone.

(ii) Problems invoh,ing converiing one lype of metallic solid into another and other mixed
problems. (Problems with combination of not lrole than two different solids be taken.)

UNIT VtI : STATISTICS AND PROBABILITY

1.

STATISTICS
Mean, median and mode of grouped data (binrodal situation Io be avoided). CumulatiYe
fiequency graph.

2,

PROBABILITY
classical definition of probabiliry. connecrion with probability as given in class IX. Simple
problcms on single evenls. not using set notation.

ASSESSMENT
Evaluation of activities
Project Work
Continuous Evaluation

20 tr{ATKS
10 Marks
05 Marks
05 N1arks

INTERNAL
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